Praise for The Power of People
“The Power of People provides an exceptional primer for doing workforce analytics. It
includes wonderful insights from thought leaders, and specific and usable tools for
performing analytics.”
—Dave Ulrich, Rensis Likert Professor, Ross School of Business,
University of Michigan, and Partner of The RBL Group
“Data analytics is a crucial and fast evolving organisational capability. This intriguing
and fascinating book demonstrates not only the power of people analytics, but also creates a clear blueprint for building action-taking capability. A must read for any manager
determined to add this valuable skill to their portfolio.”
—Lynda Gratton, Professor of Management Practice, London Business School
“Trusting your gut on people issues turns out to be a bad idea. Analytics on your workforce is the most rapidly growing field of analytics. The Power of People is an excellent
guide to this important and burgeoning topic.”
—Thomas H. Davenport, Distinguished Professor, Babson College,
and Research Fellow, MIT Initiative on the Digital Economy
“I believe you will find, like I did, that the frameworks and insights in The Power of
People offer valuable steps toward realizing the potential of your workforce to create
sustainable strategic success.”
—Dr. John Boudreau, Professor, Marshall School of Business;
and Research Director, Center for Effective Organizations,
University of Southern California.
“This is quite an exceptional book. Extremely well-researched, it constitutes essential
reading for those involved in the burgeoning field of Big Data, giving first-rate advice on
good practices for all those involved in Workforce Analytics.”
—Professor Peter Saville, Chairman 10X Psychology and
Founder SHL and Saville Consulting
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“To build an extraordinary workplace, you need to harness the power of analytics. The
Power of People provides a comprehensive look at latest research, offering best practices
for leveraging the wealth of data now within our reach. If you want to master HR, you
need to read this book.”
—Ron Friedman, Author of “The Best Place to Work:
The Art and Science of Creating an Extraordinary Workplace”
“Today’s business executives are applying pressure to all aspects of their business
(including HR and workforce areas) to use analytics to improve their bottom line. Despite
this pressure there remain few resources for those looking to begin. The Power of People is
an excellent primer providing definition and guidance for identifying, framing, and successfully deploying analytics solutions to solve workforce challenges.”
—Greta Roberts, CEO Talent Analytics, Corp.
“We are barreling along toward the collision between Big Data, Analytics, and the successful acquisition, development, and retention of people in our organizations. The
Power of People gives data-led comfort and practical guidance to business leaders that
shows we not only can survive the collision, we can harness its potential and emerge with
a stronger workforce that is motivated for business and personal success.”
—China Gorman, Board Chair, Universum Americas
“Finally! An authoritative, thoroughly researched, clearly written book to help HR professionals be more data-driven. This volume discusses everything you always wanted to
know about workforce analytics but were afraid to ask, with answers from top practitioners in the field.”
—Dr. Tomas Chamorro-Premuzic, Professor of Business Psychology
(UCL and Columbia University), CEO of Hogan Assessments,
and author of The Talent Delusion.
“Today Workforce Analytics is an emerging discipline which, in a few years time, will
become mainstream. The Power of People is exceptionally practical and inspiring—
essential reading for those executives willing to take on the challenge of transforming
their organisations. By leveraging the authors’ as well as other leaders’ extensive experience,
this book is a true compendium for those wishing to navigate their transformation.”
—Manish Goel, CEO TrustSphere
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“The Power of People is a great book for those who want to build, refine, or fundamentally
improve their HR Analytics offering. The authors have clearly undertaken some extensive research and are drawing on the experience of a wide range of people analytics
experts. As a result, their book is full of great advice and can be considered a really good
guide for those wanting to realise the full potential of workforce analytics in their
organisation.”
—Dr. Martin Edwards, Kings College London Business School
“Listening to what employees tell us and acting on it distinguishes ‘average HR’ from ‘HR
excellence.’ New analytical capabilities mean we can discern what people are telling us by
their actions rather than what they say they would do. The Power of People is an excellent
book describing how to harness organizational capabilities using workforce analytics to
predict what workers are most likely to do in the future and therefore how to impact
business outcomes.”
—Alan Wild, Vice President Human Resources;
Employee Relations and Engagement, IBM
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Foreword by John Boudreau
The availability and power of workforce analytics have never been greater. Leaders,
workers, HR professionals, policy makers, and investors increasingly recognize the
pivotal role that their people play in strategic success. Organizations face unprecedented change and unpredictability, requiring new organizational forms and
processes that work even when you cannot predict the future. Volatility, unpredictability, complexity, and ambiguity lead to a world of greater strategic opportunities
but also greater threats and pitfalls.
At the same time, organizations still face the perennial paradox of HR analytics—
the substantial opportunity it offers versus the stubborn challenges of making a real
impact on decisions, actions, strategy, and organizational outcomes. That paradox
is magnified by emerging ethical issues that require organizations to establish limits on what should and should not be measured and reported about employees.
This promise and paradox of workforce analytics explains why so many leading
organizations have built workforce analytics functions. Those analytics functions
bring together an amazing array of skills and disciplines. To be sure, they include
leaders from HR and psychology. However, they often reach out to new disciplines
such as marketing, storytelling, engineering, and anthropology. I worked with one
organization that had enlisted quantum physicists to apply their frameworks to the
complex interactions in the workforce.
This book captures the practical insights from those leaders. It provides a compendium of frameworks and guides for building and realizing the value of workforce
analytics expertise, whether it resides in a dedicated function or is dispersed across
the organization. With this book, you sit at the shoulder of seasoned and experienced workforce analytics leaders, and hear their “voice” to guide your workforce
analytics journey. It aims to show how organizations can tap the power of people
through analytics.
Workforce analytics has existed since the first craftsmen hired apprentices and
assistants, observed the quality and quantity of their work, and formulated prehire apprenticeships and other tests to detect their ability. The two World Wars
motivated the development of sophisticated aptitude tests that revolutionized the
assignment and training of troops. The 1960s and 1970s saw the emergence of
systems designed to measure the cost and value of the workforce, and “put people
on the balance sheet.” In the 1980s and 1990s, the Saratoga Institute and others
developed benchmark indices for the entire employment lifecycle, from recruitment, to development, to rewards, to engagement, to retention. Yet, today the issue
of workforce analytics has reached a tipping point. The information formerly contained in a six-inch report from the Saratoga Institute in the 1990s is now available
at the click of a button in many of today’s human resources systems. Reports and
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statistical analyses that once took months to compile using paper and spreadsheets
now appear instantly. Data mining tools can now unearth relationships that were
previously invisible. Predictive analytics hold the promise of calculating a
“risk-of-leaving” index for every employee, which changes with their work and
life situation, and alerts managers to take preventive action. Today, the limits on
workforce measurement are seldom due to a lack of data or computing power.
The priority has shifted from gathering and reporting data to making sense of the
data, finding the pivotal stories, and getting the insights to those who can make
the critical decisions—whether they be leaders, managers, employees, boards, or
investors.
As mentioned in the first two chapters of this book, when I recently worked with
a unique volunteer gathering of more than 50 chief human resources officers
and other thought-leaders (see www.CHREATE.net), we identified five forces
that will change the nature of organizational success. These include social and
organizational reconfiguration, an all-inclusive global talent market, and a truly
connected world. These forces will change the very nature of work, which will
be more democratic with shorter-duration and varied work relationships that
are more balanced between the worker and the workplace, and more agile and
responsive work arrangements through purpose-built networks, supported by
social norms and policies. Work via platforms, projects, gigs, freelancing, contests, contracts, and tours of duty will evolve and be increasingly empowered by
automation and technology.
Leaders instinctively know that to answer these demands will rely on people, and
that great decisions about their workforce should rest on evidence and analysis.
They can clearly see the coming deluge of Big Data about the workforce, enabled by
personal devices, cognitive computing, cloud-based storage and applications, and
the innovative reconstruction of work to blend humans and automation. They can
see powerful real-time analytics applied to global supply chains, consumer insights,
and financial investment optimization, and they yearn for workforce analytics that
offers similar insights and decision power. For example, when interviewed about
the future of their organization, one chief executive officer said, “I know that culture
is vital to our future, and what I need is a chief operating officer of culture, who can
measure, analyze and support my decisions about culture with the same rigor that
my chief operations officer can measure, analyze and support decisions about our
operations.” A pillar of such a role will be workforce analytics.
So, workforce analytics must become a standard capability in the field of human
resources, and every organization should expect HR to have that competency. Yet,
workforce analytics must also become a capability outside the HR profession. Just
as leaders, investors, and workers are expected to have facility with analytics applied
to money, customers, and technology, they should also be more adept at using
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and understanding workforce metrics. Leaders must demand workforce analytics
functions that not only respond to their requests, but that proactively guide
them toward insights. In The Power of People, you will find frameworks to help
answer these demands, and the descriptions of analytics leaders who are doing it.
This makes a substantial contribution to the existing materials and builds on
frameworks like LAMP (logic, analytics, measure, and process) that I currently use.
I believe you will find, like I did, that the frameworks and insights in The Power of
People offer valuable steps toward realizing the potential of your workforce to
create sustainable strategic success.
John Boudreau
Professor of Management and Organization, and
Research Director of the Center for Effective Organizations,
University of Southern California
February 2017
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VIGNETTES
Several vignettes have been incorporated into chapters throughout the book.
Each is meant to highlight specific practical tips. We are particularly thankful to the interviewed experts who agreed to include their ideas and stories.
Chapter 1, “Why Workforce Analytics?”
•

“Run Your Business with Analytics,” by Tracy Layney

•

“The Future of HR Is Analytics,” by Mark Huselid

Chapter 3, “The Workforce Analytics Leader”
•

“Be Ego-less,” by Alexis Fink

Chapter 4, “Purposeful Analytics”
•

“Relationship Power,” by Morten Kamp Andersen

Chapter 7, “Set Your Direction”
•

“Preparing for Success: The First Few Months,” by John Callery

•

“Understand Your Culture, Understand Your Demand,” by Peter Allen

Chapter 8, “Engage with Stakeholders”
•

“The Case for Workforce Analytics: CEO Succession,” by
Patrick Wright

•

“Bring Finance Along with You,” by Martin Oest

•

“Gaining Credibility with Executives,” by Adam Nielsen and
Sofia Parveen

Chapter 9, “Get a Quick Win”
•

“An Inspired First Project,” by Eric van Duin

•

“Simple Changes, Big Impact,” by Marcus Champ

Chapter 10, “Know Your Data”
•

“Don’t Let the Lack Of One Integrated HRIS Stop You,” by Mariëlle
Sonnenberg

•

“A Data Dictionary Brings You Credibility,” by Giovanni Everduin
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•
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•
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•
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Chapter 13, “Partner for Skills”
•
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•
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•
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Chapter 15, “Enable Analytical Thinking”
•
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Preface
Workforce analytics is the discovery, interpretation, and communication of
meaningful patterns in workforce-related data to inform decision making
and improve performance.
The human race’s quest for information is never ending. Businesses and
organizations are no exceptions. Business leaders continually seek out
knowledge about their organizations to gain insights from all the data
that exist so that they can make evidence-based decisions to improve
the organization’s performance and gain competitive advantage in the
marketplace.
The discipline called analytics exists to meet this need. Analytics concerning human resources, people, and the workforce is known as workforce analytics. The Power of People explores how to establish, operate,
and lead workforce analytics to better serve organizational ambitions.
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Background to The Power of People
In researching the world of analytics, we came across the book Competing on
Analytics (Harvard Business Review Press, 2007) by Thomas Davenport and
Jeanne Harris. That book remains a well-referenced resource on the topic of analytics and reminds us just what a difference a good book can make in exploring
new disciplines. Davenport and Harris’s book was recommended to us as a starting
point for all analytics, so we pass on that recommendation to you. In addition, we
recommend an article that evolved from that book, called “Competing on Talent
Analytics” (Harvard Business Review, October 2010). Laszlo Bock, former Senior
Vice President of People Operations at Google, has more recently authored a book
Work Rules! Insights from Inside Google That Will Transform How You Live and
Lead (Twelve Books, 2015) that has ignited the interest of businesses globally with
its scientific and analytical approaches to the world of work.
All of these resources provide an excellent start for the topic of analytics applied to
work. However, we still felt there was a gap in the market for more detailed guidance on how a wide variety of organizations can successfully implement workforce
analytics. This topic is the focus of the book you are now reading.
So how did our book come about? We three authors first met in 2013. We come
from different cultural, national, and professional backgrounds, but between 2013
and 2015, we collectively and individually wrote several articles and undertook
research on topics related to people, work, and analytics. Something important
happened in spring 2015. Together with a fourth colleague, we wrote and published a paper called “Starting the Workforce Analytics Journey: The First 100
Days.” The paper was launched at an analytics conference in New York, with 50
copies available for a free takeaway. Early on the first day of the conference,
we discovered that all 50 copies of the paper had been taken. We printed another
batch, and all of those also disappeared during the conference. The overwhelming feedback from conference attendees was that it was the first document people
had read that gave a structured approach and practical tips on how to undertake
workforce analytics.
Within a few days we published an infographic and other material. Then we took
a step back to discuss the success of the paper. Clearly, we had only scratched the
surface with our paper; a book would deliver much more practical guidance to our
thirsty audience. And so the book began. Over the next several months, we met
many people and interviewed scores of experts in the analytics space—academics,
consultants, practitioners, HR leaders, and data scientists. We cannot thank those
people enough for the insights they provided, which helped shape this book into
what it has become.
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Who Is the Audience for This Book?
This book is for anyone who is interested in improving business performance
through the use of workforce data and analytics. In particular, we researched and
wrote this book with the following audiences in mind:
• Business executives who want more from HR
• HR executives or leaders who want to understand how to set up
analytics for success
• HR professionals who are charged with establishing, leading, or
managing an analytics function
• HR professionals who want to enhance their knowledge and skills in
workforce analytics

Our Approach
Building and running a workforce analytics function and delivering meaningful
projects that improve business performance can be complicated, but learning from
the experiences of others can help in successfully navigating the journey. As we
collected ideas from others, we amalgamated those into four parts in this book.

Part I: Understanding the Fundamentals
Part I focuses on how workforce analytics got its name, why it is important, and its
potential business impact. It also articulates a recommended approach to undertaking any analytics project, to ensure that it has purpose and clarity and also uses
robust research design and analysis. In addition, this part offers case studies to help
the reader understand potential benefits. Finally, we discuss the important role of
the workforce analytics leader and why that person is essential for success.
This first part is important for everyone to read because it covers the fundamental
elements you need before you get started. Business and HR leaders will be particularly interested in Chapter 1, “Why Analytics?” and Chapter 6, “Case Studies,” to
understand potential value from a workforce analytics team or function.

Part II: Getting Started
Part II focuses on important concepts when starting out in workforce analytics,
such as establishing the purpose of a workforce analytics program, determining
why your organization wants analytics, and identifying where that demand is
coming from. It also focuses on the stakeholders who will enable success and how
to get started with “quick win” projects.
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This part helps chief human resources officers (CHROs), aspiring workforce
analytics leaders, and HR professionals tackle the first few steps and it details what
they might spend the first few weeks and months doing.
This part is also helpful for anyone who wants to collect ideas about workforce
analytics before recruiting someone to lead the function.

Part III: Building Your Capability
Part III enables workforce analytics leaders and other HR executives to really
understand how to ensure success. It has detailed sections on managing data,
technology, and partners, plus suggestions for necessary skills. Finally, this part
recommends an operating model to ensure continued and integrated success of
workforce analytics as it becomes operationalized in the organization.
This part gives the reader practical tips and recommendations for ensuring continued and long-lasting success. It is particularly aimed at analytics leaders and HR
executives who are accountable for workforce analytics.

Part IV: Establishing an Analytics Culture
Sometimes simply undertaking analytics projects is not enough. Instead, time and
energy are needed to change the culture of the organization. Part IV focuses specifically on how to change your organization’s HR function from largely administrative to one that embraces an analytical mindset. In addition, this part focuses on
two skills that HR usually lacks: storytelling and visualization. Finally, Part IV envisions what might happen in the field of workforce analytics in the next few years.
This part is useful for HR and other business professionals who need to tell stories
around an analytics topic and who need to change the mindset of the people with
whom they interact.

For Reference
At the end of the book, we provide a glossary that gives standardized terms and
definitions for important elements of workforce analytics. Many analytics leaders requested this list to aid them in meaningful discussions with business leaders
without getting lost in confused terms and misunderstandings. Using standardized
terms, we can build a professional common understanding of workforce analytics.
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Practical Tips
A growing number of people around the world are involved in the field of workforce analytics. We were in touch with many of these people while writing this
book. We talked to speakers and attendees at conferences, we spoke with global
business leaders and practitioners, and we formally interviewed many of the
world’s leading practitioners of workforce analytics.
Almost everyone we spoke with in researching this book asked us to provide
practical tips. Most people recommended that we focus the book not on the why,
but more on the how and what. In response, we added practical pointers from
the people who practice this every day. In addition, at the end of each chapter, we
summarize the main points that we believe will prepare leaders and practitioners
as they set up or expand their analytics practice. Furthermore, this book contains
vignettes that describe experiences from real professionals and offer great insights
into their successes.
As in the pursuit of data perfection, it is not our expectation that a book such as
this can ever be 100 percent complete. We do not claim to supply every answer or
cover every possible situation. But we do have a rich collection of practical advice
to share, based on our own experience and the advice of other analytics practitioners, academics and leaders.
Whatever your role, and whatever your reason for reading this book, our goal is to
add insight and practical knowledge to the world of workforce analytics. We hope
you find it helpful in developing your function and improving your organization’s
performance.
Visit the authors’ website at www.thepowerofpeople.org for more details about
the book.
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Why Workforce
Analytics?
“Industries are being disrupted. Talent is more mobile. All organizations
need to understand the workforce better, and how it is executing the
business strategy. And workforce analytics is at the heart of how to do this.”
—Mark Huselid
Distinguished Professor of Workforce Analytics, Northeastern University
In a globally connected world of Big Data, complexity, and disruption,
the business landscape is evolving faster than ever. Growing competition
for talent coupled with shifting worker expectations and opportunities are
changing the very nature of work. More data exist about people than ever
before, along with more advanced technology for analysis. These developments are requiring changes of the human resources (HR) function,
which needs to adopt an analytical mind-set and become more quantitative. Workforce analytics allows organizations to gain insight about
people at a level never before witnessed, offering competitive advantage
to improve business performance.
The reasons driving HR’s adoption of workforce analytics can be
summarized in the following categories covered in this chapter:
• The need for HR to contribute to business value
• The democratization and consumerization of HR
• The evolution of work
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Adoption of Analytics
Many organizations are already realizing the benefits of analytics. A 2014 PWC
report, written by The Economist Intelligence Unit, found that 89 percent of large
company executives surveyed either already were using Big Data to make decisions or planned to start doing so in the next three years. In HR specifically, in its
2016 CHRO report, IBM found that the number of chief human resources officers
(CHROs) using predictive analytics to make more informed workforce decisions
across HR activities had increased by approximately 40 percent over two years.
The evidence of the trend is clear, as Deloitte’s Global Human Capital Trends 2017
reports: “People Analytics, a discipline that started as a small technical group that
analyzed engagement and retention, has now gone mainstream.”

HR’s Contribution to Business Value
In the commercial world, businesses need to stay ahead of their competitors to sell
more products and services and to increase revenue and profit. The general aim of
businesses is to increase market share and value for their owners. In the public or
voluntary sector, organizations need to increase value through efficiency and effectiveness in delivering products and services to their constituents, whether they are
service recipients, taxpayers, or donors.
Whether public, voluntary, or private, all organizations need to deliver value.
This requires using financial metrics and key performance indicators to monitor
and improve operations. Evidence already shows the importance of workforce
analytics to profitability, one key financial metric. In a 2015 KPMG report, written by the Economist Intelligence Unit, a large majority of executives (91 percent
in IT and technology, 81 percent in biotechnology, and 70 percent in financial
services and healthcare) indicated that an increase in the use of data-driven
insights in their HR function would affect profitability over the subsequent
three-year period.
As organizations seek to improve performance, the onus is on HR to build value.
The best way to do this is through an analytical approach. This is not necessarily
where HR has seen itself in the past. Patrick Wright, a professor at the University
of South Carolina, states: “When you hear about the work of Finance, Marketing,
or Information Technology, it’s about numbers, numbers, numbers. When you
hear about the work of HR, it’s about words, words, words.” We also believe, however, HR should not aim to transform itself into a purely analytical function and
lose touch with the human behaviors and characteristics that also help people
and businesses succeed.
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For many organizations, the analytical transformation has already begun in areas
familiar to HR, such as attrition and retention analytics, recruitment analytics,
workforce planning, compensation optimization, and employee engagement. John
Boudreau, a professor at the University of Southern California, has witnessed this:
“There are some very prominent examples of analytics being used to answer important questions in HR—for example, which people will leave and how successful a
candidate will be if hired. These are important questions that have been answered
with analytics.”
Workforce planning is another area of HR that is ripe for analytics attention
because analytically driven techniques make it more strategic and sophisticated.
Salvador Malo, Head of Global Workforce Analytics, explains how this is playing
out at Ericsson: “Optimizing the workforce requires a two-pronged approach: First,
understand the business requirements and translate these into needs for the future;
second, get to know your workforce in some depth. Together these insights about
the business and the people who work in it will lead to recommendations that
improve workforce planning.”
Prediction of attrition and candidate success, and workforce planning are all
important topics for workforce analytics attention. Even greater value is realized
when workforce analytics contributes to business outcomes. An impressive
body of scholarly literature1 shows that a firm’s HR practices affect performance
outcomes at all levels, from individual employees, teams and units, all the way to
organizations as a whole. These HR practices can improve the breadth and depth
of employee knowledge and skills in organizations—for example, through learning
and development or the attraction, selection, and retention processes.
“Our job as analytics experts is to ask the tough questions to enable executives to better
manage their organization and perform their fiduciary duties.”
—Alec Levenson, Economist and Senior Research Scientist,
Center for Effective Organizations, University of Southern California

A multiyear project undertaken in ISS, a global facilities services organization,
offers an example of how workforce analytics contributes to business outcomes.
The project brought together employee engagement and customer advocacy data
to link to financial outcomes. ISS concluded that when both employee engagement
and customer advocacy are high, profitability is highest. The average profitability in
units scoring highest on both dimensions was 7.75 percent, versus 4.52 percent in
the lowest-scoring groups.

1 For pioneering work in this field, see the contributions of Mark Huselid, Distinguished Professor of
Workforce Analytics, at Northeastern University.
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RUN YOUR BUSINESS WITH ANALYTICS
“My perspective on analytics in HR is that every other business leader I know
runs their business with analytics, but there’s a black hole when it comes
to HR.” This is the view of Tracy Layney, Senior Vice President and Chief
Human Resources Officer (CHRO) at Shutterfly, Inc.2
She goes on to explain two general types of analytics, which she tries to keep
separate:
•

True workforce analytics. The approach of measuring behaviors in
organizations and knowing how to knit them together to improve
business performance. The approach is similar to that taken with
customer behavior, but this one concerns employee behaviors.

•

HR analytics. The functioning of the HR team itself—for example,
analyzing key performance indicators (KPIs) such as time to hire.
Such analytics are about holding the HR team accountable.

Tracy says that every CHRO should be focusing on the first point. “We
should be giving more levels of data showing leading and lagging indicators
about our people. We have to make it an ‘insights’ exercise, not a reporting
exercise—for example, using the insights to achieve business outcomes, or
to expand into new markets.”
She says it is essential to both increase the skills in HR and reset the mindset of business executives. “We talk about increasing the skills of HR, but
we have to recognize that we [HR] have also trained our leaders how to think
about the people part of their business, for example—to run it in a very
program-driven way (such as the annual salary cycle or talent reviews). We
have to push out of those expectations, to do things quite differently.”
Tracy concludes, “This is a huge area of opportunity for the HR profession.
Workforce analytics and strategy together is a really powerful combination.”

2 In 1999, Shutterfly, Inc., began as a company that helped people print 4-by-6-inch
photographs from their digital cameras. Today it is an industry leader for photo and
video storage, award-winning photo books, gifts, home decor, premium cards, invitations,
stationery, and much more. Shutterfly is headquartered in Redwood City, California
(www.shutterflyinc.com).
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A second project, this time at global pest control firm Rentokil Initial, focused on
the predictability of sales success. The project isolated the key behaviors of highperforming sales professionals and used automated assessment techniques to select
future candidates based on those behaviors. Global sales rose more than 40 percent
and the project had a return on investment of more than 300 percent.
These examples, described in more detail in Chapter 6, “Case Studies,” demonstrate
that workforce analytics can contribute not just to improving the effectiveness of
HR processes, but also to improving and predicting business outcomes such as
profitability and sales.

The Changing Nature of HR
Workers, managers, and executives are demanding more from their HR function.
• The need for more information to “run the business.” The required
response to this is the democratization of HR.
• The desire for personalized services. The required response to this is
the consumerization of HR.
These demands strengthen the argument for workforce analytics because analytics can help deliver insights directly to managers and also provide intelligence that
enables the personalization of services to employees.

Democratization of HR
At a time when data are more readily available than ever, HR is being asked for
more information, better insights, and more precise recommendations to help
executives and managers run their businesses. This puts a strain on the traditional
HR function that primarily dealt with the process side of recruitment, resourcing,
development, and employee relations. For the last 40 years or so, HR has delivered
structured programs, developed policies, and implemented best practices to allow
executives and managers to manage people in a cyclical pattern—for example,
through annual performance reviews, specific salary increase programs, and succession planning cycles. However, the demand has changed and new requests for
information are emerging, as Table 1.1 illustrates.
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Table 1.1 Examples of Traditional, Current, and Future HR Requests
from Managers
Topic

Traditional

Current

Future

Recruitment

“I need to recruit
someone. How do I
do it?”

“I need someone new.
How do I know where
the best people come
from and who will be
the best fit for my
team?”

“Can you recommend the
best fit people to me in
advance of needing them
so I have a ready bank of
suitable candidates?”

Learning and
Development

“What courses are
available for sales
people?”

“I want something
to help Joe with a
client meeting he’s
got tomorrow—a
short video would be
great.”

“Can you notify Joe of both
his learning needs now
and his needs over the
next year? Please recommend development actions
similar people have taken
and send him articles he
can read.”

Compensation

“Gabrielle has
resigned and I would
like to give her a
salary increase to see
if we can save her.”

“I would like to
be notified when
people are at risk of
leaving.”

“I would like to be given
salary and benchmark
information for all my
people to help me keep
abreast of market conditions in each location. I’d
also like recommendations
on ways to retain my key
people.”

Health and
Wellness

“What are the benefits
in this company?”

“Can we have
benefits tailored
to employees by
location, level, age,
and experience?”

“Can we push notifications
to people (in advance)
about the health and
wellness benefits that
meet both their lifestyle
needs and our needs in the
company?”

Leadership

“What are the succession plans for my
team?”

“Who are the best
leaders in the company? Who best fits
our future needs and
our values to ensure
our success?”

“What behaviors, skills, and
attributes best fit the current and future leadership
needs of our company? How
do we nurture our current
people, recruit new people,
and manage succession to
enable a stable future as
our marketplace evolves?”
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For executives and managers to get timely answers to questions and make informed
decisions about their people, they need information, insights, and recommendations. HR needs to respond to these requests in real time, providing information
and insights to managers and executives as they need it. The workforce analytics
function is at the heart of this change because HR is sharing more than just data
with managers and executives—it is also giving them business insights and recommendations generated by sophisticated algorithms.

Consumerization of HR
Bringing the type of customization experienced by consumers to the world of
work can yield great benefits. In 2012, Amazon reported a 29 percent increase in
second quarter fiscal results. A Fortune article at the time discussed how Amazon’s
recommendation engine contributed much to that success by using algorithms to
heavily customize the browsing experience for returning customers.
HR can learn a lot from examples like this and begin to use its data to create
predictive models for the “workforce of one” (a term referring to personalized
employee experiences in Accenture’s report “The Future of HR: A Radically
Different Proposition”). But more than this, workers are starting to expect similar
customization from their employers. Many workers would appreciate recommendations to improve their working experience. This change is referred to as the
consumerization of HR, further discussed by Mark Feffer in a 2015 Society for
Human Resource Management article focused on recruitment: “Today, job seekers
are thought of as customers.”
Examples of workforce personalization include the following:
• Recommendation of modular courses to enhance employees’ skills
• Information on benefits relevant as a worker enters new life stages (for
example, a new baby, marriage, or house purchase)
• Internal job and career moves that best meet a worker’s skills and
expertise
• Opportunities to contribute to projects across the business based on an
individual’s expertise and knowledge
• Provision of performance feedback in real time through managerto-employee and peer-to-peer social feedback
Ian Bailie, Global Head, Talent Acquisition and People Planning Operations at
Cisco, explains how the consumerization of HR begins with the Cisco Talent Cloud,
a huge database of all workforce-related data: “The primary catalyst of the Talent
Cloud was for employees to manage their own development. For example, it helps
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them find training that matches directly to skills, as well as potential new jobs and
new assignments. It also gives them visibility of opportunities across Cisco, breaking down silos. All that is in the employees’ hands. And that gives us an overview of
the entire workforce that is also really helpful in running the business.”

THE FUTURE OF HR IS ANALYTICS
Mark Huselid, Distinguished Professor at Boston’s Northeastern University,
is one of the world’s experts in workforce analytics.3 He sees this area as the
future for the HR profession. “In my experience, the outside world is changing more quickly than the organization is changing on the inside. So there is
an increased demand for talent related information.
“The arc of the analytics story is that it is both very new and very old. We’ve
been playing at this for a long time. So what’s new? A confluence of factors:
access to data and better, easier, faster analytics tools.” The workplace is
also changing with the Internet, social media, smartphones, and work marketplaces for jobs virtually everywhere and for any skill. “Executing strategy
through the workforce, and helping managers do a better job of that has
gotten much more complex,” Mark says.
And so we come to analytics. “I was at Rutgers University for two decades at
the School of Labor Relations,” Mark says. “I focused on HR in that program.
I spent a lot of time working with executives and trying to understand from
them the relative returns of HR. Analytics is just the next evolution and
there’s a lot more interest now in building analytical skills.”
He continues: “There’s enormous pressure to do things faster, better,
quicker, cheaper. In today’s world, there’s much more information available
to employees about the quality of experience in other businesses, making
talent exponentially more mobile. People won’t put up with crummy jobs—
they’ll just leave.”
Mark’s message is simple: Businesses must understand their workforce better.
And to do that, they must use analytics.

3 Mark Huselid spent more than 20 years at Rutgers University and the last 2 years at
Northeastern University. In addition, he has been a visiting faculty member and has taught
at schools and universities around the world to help in developing the next generation of
HR leaders.
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The Future of Work
Workforce analytics is most relevant when we consider the way the world of work
will change in the future. Although firm predictions are difficult, some trends have
their foundations in today’s reality. According to the Global Consortium to Reimagine HR, Employment Alternatives, Talent, and the Enterprise (CHREATE), five
fundamental forces are driving change for the future world of work:
• Social and organizational reconfiguration
• An all-inclusive global talent market
• A truly connected world
• Exponential technology change
• Human–automation collaboration
“Over the next 10 years, we will see work liberated from the idea of a job. Work will be
disaggregated and re-combined in ways that better suit employers and employees.”
—John Boudreau, Professor of Management and Organization, and
Research Director of the Center for Effective Organizations,
University of Southern California

In a 2014 CHRO study undertaken by IBM’s Institute for Business Value, 66 percent
of C-suite executives said their organizations rely on third-party providers for contingent workers, 57 percent rely on alternative workforce arrangements, and 36 percent
rely on crowdsourcing. The report argues that predictive analytics will be needed to
make more accurate workforce decisions as the nature of the workforce shifts.
CHREATE and the IBM CHRO study underline the importance of analytics in helping
organizations succeed in this changing world, specifically in these areas:
• The speed of change will alter the nature of work:
• Work will be deconstructed and analytics will be helpful in
determining the parts of the work that will remain strategic and the
parts that will remain peripheral to an organization’s core mission.
• Some work will become automated by robots and other machines.
Analytics will help define the best workforce that becomes a mix of
robots and humans.
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• Workers themselves will continue to redefine work:
• The number of independent workers will continue to increase,
thanks to technological advances connecting people anywhere,
anytime. Organizations will tap into this “gig economy” for experts
to add value to work at the right place, right price, and right time.
Workforce analytics should be used to understand what work is
suitable for independent workers and for permanent employees.
• Workers’ expectations will continue to drive the need for personalized services—for example, in learning, healthcare, benefits, and so
on. But in addition, new services will be needed as the gig economy
intensifies—for example, the need for legal advice for intellectual
property (IP) for freelancers who use their IP in multiple firms
concurrently.
• The volume of data will change the nature of workforce insights:
• Wearables, sensors, nanotechnology, and other devices will provide incredible amounts of data for analysis. Some devices will
become so small due to technological advances that they will almost
disappear from view, a term described as “disappearables” in a
Reuters article by Jeremy Wagstaff in April 2015. The decrease in
size is expected to increase the personal desire for and usefulness of
devices in the workplace.
• As the gig economy builds, the growing associated data will help
redefine a worker’s reputation based on information about the gigs
undertaken and related endorsements about the value of the work.
It’s a new world of work. Ian Bailie of Cisco summarizes this well: “It’s about
understanding the skills and capabilities of the internal workforce; dealing with
the new gig economy, contractors, and freelancers, and understanding their skill
set; getting better at moving people around the organization; and enabling them
to build careers and their own personal brands. This will become a dataset that we
don’t have today.”
This is an important time for the HR profession to adapt and create momentum
in the field of workforce analytics to capitalize on the changes shaping the future
world of work. As Max Blumberg, founder of Blumberg Partnerships, Ltd.,
stresses: “You’d have to be a very brave human resources director to say you’re not
taking analytics seriously.”
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Summary
Workforce analytics is a discipline that is increasingly needed in organizations. This
growing demand can be attributed to the following:
• The continued need for increased business value and market competitiveness
• The requirement for information and data in real time from managers
and executives, to help them run their operations more efficiently and
effectively
• The move toward a consumerized working environment and the provision of personalized services using workforce-related recommendation
engines
• The deconstruction of traditional business models and the proliferation
of the gig economy and independent workers
• The ongoing explosion of Big Data from devices such as wearables and
sensors that will expand the amount of available workforce-related data
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